Target direction rather than position determines oculomotor expectation in repeating sequences.
Saccadic latencies to targets appearing to the left and right of fixation in a repeating sequence are significantly increased when a target is presented out of sequence. Is this because the target is in the wrong position, the wrong direction, or both? To find out, we arranged for targets in a horizontal plane occasionally to appear with an unexpected eccentricity, though in the correct direction. This had no significant effect on latency, unlike what is observed when targets appeared in the unexpected direction. That subjects learnt sequences of directions rather than simply positions was further confirmed in an experiment where saccade direction was a repeating sequence, but eccentricity was randomised. Latency was elevated when a target was episodically presented in an unexpected direction. Latencies were also elevated when targets appeared in the correct hemifield but at an unexpected direction (35° polar angular displacement from the horizontal, a displacement roughly equivalent in collicular spacing to our unexpected eccentricity), although this elevation was of a smaller magnitude than when targets appeared in an unexpected direction along the horizontal. Finally, we confirmed that not all changes in the stimulus cause disruption: an unexpected change in the orientation or colour of the target did not alter latency. Our results show that in a repeating sequence, the oculomotor system is primarily concerned with predicting the direction of an upcoming eye movement rather than its position. This is consistent with models of oculomotor control developed for randomly appearing targets in which the direction and amplitude of saccades are programmed separately.